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Let m,(n) be the number of rooted n edged maps on an orientable surface of 
genus g > 0. The generating function M,(x) =x m,(n) x” is a rational function of 
p = (1 - 12~)“~ whose denominator factors completely into powers of p, p + 2, and 
p + 5. We calculate M2(x) and M,(x). Unfortunately, we have not been able to 
discern a pattern in the sequence M,(x) from the values for g < 3. 0 1991 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For integral g > 0, let S, be the orientable connected compact 2-manifold 
without boundary that has genus g. Let m,(n) be the number of rooted n 
edged maps on S, and let M,(x) = C,“=, m,(n) xn. In the next section we 
will prove the following two results. 
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THEOREM. If g > 0, then M,(x) is a rational function of p = (1 - 12x)“* 
of the form 
(P- lYg P(P) 
P 5g-3(p + 2)b (p + 5y 
for some integers b and c and some polynomial P with P(0) # 0 and P( 1) # 0. 
COROLLARY. Zf g > 0, then there exist polynomials pi and sequence rk 
with all but finitely many terms zero, all depending on g such that 
mg(n)=3” 1 
yCy(2n-2ng-k) 
((rk+ p,(k)) 3 -k + p2(k)($)k + p,(k) 2k). 
In Section 3 we give M,(x) for g < 3. From these values it appears that 
c = 0 and that the degree of P is less than 5g + b + c - 4. If these observa- 
tions are true for a given g > 0, then rk = p,(k) = 0 for all k. 
The first enumeration results for maps on general surfaces are due to 
Walsh and Lehman [S, 61. They present an algorithm which calculates, for 
given integers b and g, the generating function Ag,b(~) whose coefficient of 
xP is the number of rooted maps on an orientable surface of genus g, 
having p + 1 vertices and b + p edges. They use the algorithm to obtain 
a table for g< 3 and b6 6. Their algorithm is totally different from ours 
and does not yield a finite calculation for any of the generating functions 
M,(x) = C xbAg,(x) studied here. 
2. PROOFS 
Since this section relies extensively on [2], you may wish to have a copy 
of it at hand. You may also find [3] helpful. Our notation follows that 
paper except that &?g appearing there is replaced by M, here since our 
concern is exclusively with orientable surfaces. Recall that for any function 
F(x, y), F(‘) in [2] denotes #F/(8y)‘ly=/. 
Throughout this section, R stands for a rational function of p, not 
necessarily the same at each appearance. Furthermore, the denominator of 
R has the form p”(p + 2)b (p + 5)’ for some integers a, b, and c. As in [2] 
we use the function 
f=f(x)= 5-(l-l2x)i/*- 6 -R,~ 4+2x 5+P R’ 
Suppose we have shown that M,(x) is a rational function of p. It easily 
follows from the construction in [6] that m,(n) =0 for n < 2g and that 
m,(2g) # 0. Since p = 1 at x = 0, it follows that the numerator of M,(x) has 
a zero of order 2g at p = 1. It suffices to prove the theorem with the expo- 
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nent 5g- 3 of p replaced by a because, once that much is established, 
a = 5g- 3 follows from the exponent of n in Theorem 1 of [;?I. 
The last paragraph shows that it suffices to prove a weakened version of 
the theorem in which the factor of (p - 1)2g is absorbed in P(p) and the 
exponent 5g- 3 of p is replaced by a. The remainder of the proof of the 
theorem requires two observations. 
The first observation concerns ACk’, where 
A(x,Y)=1-Y+XY2--xY2(1-Y)~o(x,Y,0a,, 
A* = B= 4x2y3(y - 1) M,(x) -4xy2(y - 1)2 + (xy* - y+ l)* 
and M,(x) = 4( 1 + 2p)/3( 1 + p)’ is the generating function for maps on the 
sphere. Recall from [2] that B(x, f) = 0. Easy calculations show that 
x2A10(x) = R, that 
and that Bck+ ‘) = R for all k > 0. Differentiating the equation A2 = B k + 1 
times and using these facts, it is easy to prove by induction that 
Ack’=Acl)R for k>O. 
The second observation concerns the functions I? that were studied in 
Section 4 of [2]. Suppose that tli # 0 for in Z and that (g, Z) # (0, 0). We 
will prove that 
fi(r)(x 
g 
1 a) = ,(,(l))tIl + 1 7 7 (1) 
Once this is proved, our theorem follows easily from (4.1) of [2]. 
Our proof of (1) parallels that given for Theorem 5 in [;?I: We use 
induction on (g, 111, t) and apply the operator 
,t+ In.1 + 1 
vY)‘+’ nic, (aziP p=z,=/ 
(2) 
to 
4x> Y) 
- M,(x, y, 1) 
Y 
=xY(l-Y) i 1 Mj(x9 Y, s, Mg- jtx, Y, z- s, 
j=O SEI 
(i, S) Z (0, 0L (9. I) 
+xYV-Y&M,-lb, y,z+ {~),l,=.“+x~g(x, LI) 
w 
+c x’ilJI1 Zi (ZiMg( x~Zi,z-{i>)- yM,(x, y,Z-{i})). 
isI * 
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The induction hypothesis will carry us through except for the last summa- 
tion when (g, IZl) = (0, 1). In this case we may take Z= { 1 }. Use algebra to 
rewrite the last summation as 
ml)--F(Y) 
++wxA m-41-Y) YMcdX, y, m  (3) 
z1- Y  
where F(y) = x$(1 - JJ) M,(x, y, a). We must show that applying the 
operator (2) to (3) gives RA (l) Since c(i > 0 by assumption and t + 1 > 0 it . 
gives the same result as applying (2) to 
F(z,) - F(Y) 
z1- Y  
= f F’w-) @I -0 - (Y-f)” 
k=, @I! @I-f)-(Y-f) ’ 
which is a constant times F(‘+=I+ 2, (f). Since t + c(i + 2 > 3 and A(x, y) = 
l-y+xy2--F(y), we have 
p+w+2)= _ 
,4(‘+a1+2) 
2 
= R/l”‘. 
This proves (1) and so completes the proof of the theorem. 
We now prove the corollary by Lagrange inversion using the 
parameterization x = u( 1 - 324). We have p = 1 - 62.4 and 
for some polynomial Q(u) having the same degree as P(p). One form of 
Lagrange inversion states that the coefficient of x” in M,(x) is the coef- 
ficient of 2P in M,(x) x’(u)/( 1 - 3u)“+ ‘. Using partial fractions, we can 
write M,(x) x’(u)/u~~ as a polynomial in u plus a sum of terms of the form 
D/( 1 - Eu)~, where D is a rational number, F is a positive integer, and E 
is 1, 2, or 6. (If the conjecture regarding c and P were true, then the poly- 
nomial would be missing since M,(x) x’(u)/uzg would be a proper fraction 
and E = 1 would be missing since c = 0.) Since 
1 
= 1 E’(“,‘i; ‘> u’ 
(1 - EujF r>,, 
and (‘,‘r; ‘) is a polynomial in t, the corollary follows after a bit of 
manipulation. 
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3. CALCULATIONS 
The method described in the previous section for proving the theorem 
can also be used to calculate the generating functions explicitly. Call the 
generating functions G. Because of the considerable size of the intermediate 
results, we found it convenient to work with rational functions over GF(p) 
instead of over Q, the rationals. We did this for the orientable surfaces 
of genus 1, 2, and 3 for eight primes, each near 214. Let the resulting 
generating functions be G,. We obtained 
(a) the degree of the numerator of G from the degrees of the 
numerators of G, (all equal), 
TABLE I 
The Number of n Edged Rooted Maps on an Orientable 
Surface of Genus 2 
m(n) n 
21 4 
966 5 
27,954 6 
650,076 7 
13,271,982 8 
248,371,380 9 
4,366,441, 128 10 
73,231,116,024 11 
1,183, 803,697,278 12 
18,579,191,525,700 13 
284,601,154,513,452 14 
4,272, 100,949,982,600 15 
63,034,617, 139,799,916 16 
916,440,476,048, 146,056 17 
13, 154, 166,812,674, 577,412 18 
186,700,695,099,591,735,024 19 
2,623,742,783,421,329, 300, 190 20 
36,548,087, 103,760,045,010, 148 21 
505,099,724,454,854,883,618,924 22 
6,931,067,091,334,952,379,275,496 23 
94,498,867,785,495,807,431,128,548 24 
1,280,884,669,005, 154,962,723,094,680 25 
17,269,149,245,085,316,894,987,194,432 26 
231,687,461,653,506,761,485,020,818,832 27 
3,094,389, 154,894,054,750,463,387,898,444 28 
41, 156,529,959,321,075, 124,439,691,833,704 29 
545,290,525,617,230,994,007,326,084,007,416 30 
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(b) the values of a, b, and c in the denominator of G from those of 
the G,‘s (all equal), and 
(c) tables of m,(n) modulo p. 
Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem and the assumption that the values 
of m,(n) behaved reasonably, we obtained a table of m,(n) (see Tables I 
and II). This table and the information from (a) and (b) were used to 
obtain G. 
We had some checks on our results. First, since the tables contained 
many more entries than the degree of the numerator of G,, the fact that the 
appropriate higher degree coefficients in the numerator of G were zero 
provided a check. Second, the asymptotics of m,(n) agrees with known 
results. Finally, the method of [6] was used as described in [3] to 
calculate the first three non-zero values of m,(n) independently. 
TABLE II 
The Number of n Edged Rooted Maps on an Orientable Surface 
of Genus 3 
m,(n) n 
1,485 6 
113,256 7 
5,008, 230 8 
167,808,024 9 
4,721,384,790 10 
117,593,590,752 11 
2,675,326,679,856 12 
56,740,864,304,592 13 
1, 137,757,854,901,806 14 
21,789,659,909,226,960 15 
401,602,392,805,341,924 16 
7, 165, 100,439,281,414,160 17 
124,314,235,272,290,304, 540 18 
2,105,172,926,498,512,761,984 19 
34,899,691,847,703,927,826,500 20 
567,797,719,808,735,191,344,672 21 
9,084,445, 205, 688,065, 541, 367, 710 22 
143,182,713,522,809,088,357,084,720 23 
2,226,449,757,923,955,373,340,520,612 24 
34,199,303,698,053,326,789,771,187,600 25 
519,494,783,678,325,912,052,481,379,156 26 
7,811,251,314,435,936,176,791,882,965,696 27 
116,359,017,952,552,222,876,280, 159,315,184 28 
1, 718, 465, 311,469,518, 829, 323,877, 355,423, 840 29 
25, 178,356,967, 150,456,246,664,822,271,180, 140 30 
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Here are the generating functions. The result for the sphere is given in 
[4] and that for the torus in [l] and in [3]. 
sphere: 4(1+ 2p) 
3(1 +p)*’ 
torus: (l-P)2 
12p2(2 + p)’ 
genus 2. (1 -PI” (I+ p)’ p (p) 
' 3228p7(2+p)4 ' ' 
genus 3: (1-P)6(1+P)4p (p) 
34213p12(2+p)7 3 ' 
where 
P,(p)= 112+ 248p+225p2+ 122p3+ 49p4 
and 
P,(p)=156,800+541, 280p+802,640p2+678,074p3+ 381,047~~ 
+ 176,738~~ + 87,662~~ + 45,488~’ + 17, 111~~. 
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